Kiss me quick:
tying the knot in 2020.
After months of weddings being off the cards, last minute weddings are on the rise as Bristol couples
can’t wait any longer for their big day!

The Square Club, situated at the top of Park Street, are delighted to see weddings re-start and
couples finally get hitched as the restrictions on weddings get relaxed. Where initially couples may
have been more cautious and looked at postponing until 2021, there has been a real uptake in
couples growing closer across lockdown and wanting to take the leap into married life as soon as
possible – sticking to a 2020 date!
The Square usually hosts 50 weddings a year - from the ceremony right through until the last dance
of the night. The new rules however create a change of pace for a couple’s big day to allow a much
closer group of friends and family to enjoy their special moment. The intimate yet spacious nature of
the venue lends itself perfectly to small socially distanced weddings with a gorgeous ceremony room
as well an incredible terrace space, perfect for wedding receptions.
Known for their exceptional food and drink, The Square is the perfect environment for an occasion
that forgoes the evening party and focuses on a relaxed yet decadent meal as a reception instead.
With Brandon Hill and the Wills Memorial Building a mere 5 minute walk away, it is the perfect
location to take iconic Bristol based wedding photography as a memento.

The Square is equipped with a fantastic range of wedding packages including a brilliant late
availability deal. With an in-house wedding coordinator, The Square takes all the stresses out of
planning to allow the couple to enjoy their new laid-back celebrations. If you are looking for a venue
for your big day – look no further and book your showaround now.
Make 2020 a year to remember for all the right reasons.
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